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Introduction 
 
The purpose of this paper is to describe all dialects of the Kandawo language (Ethnologue code GAM). It is 
also to determine the best dialect for the translation of the New Testament and to find out what needs to be 
done to ensure that materials will be usable by all dialect groups in the language. The researcher was Mack 
Graham working under the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL).  This paper builds on two previous 
papers: Kandawo Language Survey (1984) and Kandawo Anthropology sketch (1987), both are 
manuscripts in the TSD library of SIL. 
 

Language Location 
 
The language is spoken by approximately 4,267 people1 primarily located in the Jimi River valley of the 
Western Highlands Province of Papua New Guinea.  The area is located in the North East corner of the 
Province which borders the Chimbu Province in the South (Kundiawa on map) and the Madang Province in 
the East (Madang on map).  See map 1 below. 
 
 
 

Map 1(Location of Kandawo Language Speaking Area) 
 
 
 

 
 

Data Collection 
 

                                                           
1 This figure of 4,267 is an estimation of the population as of 1990.  The figure was arrived at by taking the 
National census figures for 1980 and multiplying them by the percentage the Western Highlands population 
grew by 1990. 
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The data collected was the standard SIL Survey 200 word list, as modified in Bugenhagen, A Guide for 
Conducting Sociolingistic Surveys in PNG (see p. 10).  12 villages were visited and word lists taken in 
each village.  Mack Graham elicited 11 lists and Steve Whitacre elicited one (Bupkile). Data was collected 
from basically all villages in the language group.  On map 2 below every village was visited with the 
exception of  Ambunum.  The informants were all young men in their twenties.  The data was collected 
from 1984 to 1998.  The researchers went to each village listed in the Cognate Percentage Chart below, 
spent the night, talked and elicited data. 
 
 

Map 2 (Villages that speak the Kandawo language) 
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Dialect differences within the Kandawo language 
 
 
The word lists were entered into a program called Wordsurv for the purpose of computing cognate 
percentages and other computations.   The results of the cognate percentages are listed in figure 1 below.  
These percentages show that there are at 2 dialects within the Kandawo language.  The shaded percentages 
are those of 80% or more and they show that the villages of Bupkile through Yawaremol have a common 
linguistic relationship with each other as does the the group of villages Wambin through Pukum .   Map 3 
below (Dialect groupings based on cognate counts) shows Bupkile through Yawaremol as dialect 2 and 
Wambin through Pukum as dialect 1.  The population of dialect 1 is the larger of the two with 2,701 people 
and dialect 2 has 1,566 people (these figures were arrived at using the same method described in footnote 
1). 

 
Figure 1 (Kandawo language cognate percentages) 

 
    Bupkile 
    86    Kangumpkul 
    80    85    Dunga 
    84    87    95    Yawaremol 
    58    84    70    74     Wambin 
    52    70    59    60     80   Goimbo 
    57    80    69    70     95    84   Gepal 
    59    83    70    71     95    81    92   Nimei 
    57    82    70    72     95    82    95    93   Mame 
    58    81    66    67     91    76    90    89    93   Kulup 
    59    82    67    70     94    79    91    91    95    95   Kunmol 
    59    79    67    68     92    81    95    89    93    90    91   Pukum 
 
 

Map 3 (Dialect groupings based on cognate counts) 
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Specific Linguistic Differences 

 
 
 First, it is probably important to say that even within a given ‘dialect’ pronunciations differ between 
villages and even in the speech of a given person.  Wopake/wokape ‘good’ can be used by the same 
person as well as by persons within dialects 1 & 2.  The word pronounced meyam ‘blood’ in Mame and 
Gepal is pronounced mayem in certain communties around Ambulla.  Speakers in Mame vacillate between 
yenekne/yenene ‘themselves’ and nonekne/nonene ‘ourselves’.  These are probably reasons why villages 
near each other were only 90+% cognate with each other (see figure 1 above).   
 
The types of linguistic differences between dialects 1 & 2 can be described as phonetic differences and also 
completely different choices of vocabulary.  
 
These phonetic differences can be seen in a type of weakening of consonants in speakers from dialect 2 as 
compared to speakers from dialect 1.  The intervocalic [d] of dialect 1 for some speakers of dialect 2 has 
become a flap [r].  Jido ‘I say’ and jiden ‘you sg. say’ have become jero and jiren.  Also the deictic ge 
‘it/this’ of dialect 1 has lost the consonant completely and become just e for some speakers of dialect 2.  
This assertion that there is a weakening of consonants between speakers of dialect 1 and dialect 2 is 
tentative at best because for semi consonants it does not hold true.  Wamo ‘fire’ in dialect 1 has been 
semantically dissected in dialect 2 to become mamo ‘cooking fire’, as well as wamo ‘outdoor fire’.   
 
A further difference between dialects 1 & 2 is the use of the particle mal ‘of it’ at the end of the clause as a 
marker of indicative mood in dialect 2 and this not being used in dialect 1.  This seems to be a higher level 
phenomenon in that it seems to be used only on those clauses which close a paragraph or some kind of 
larger semantic unit. 
 
The most obvious dialectical differences between dialects 1 and 2 are the completely different vocabulary 
choices between the two.  These can most easily be seen in figure 2 below (Linguistic Differences between 
Dialects 1 & 2). 
 

Figure 2 (Linguistic Differences between Dialects 1 & 2) 
 
 Dialect 1 Dialect 2 
Phonetic Differences 
(weakening of consonants) 
 
 
 
Semantic dissection? 

 
jido ‘I say’ 

jiden ‘you sg. say’ 
ge ‘it that/this’ 

 
wamo ‘fire’ 

 

 
jero 
jiren 

e 
 

mamo ‘indoor fire’ 
wamo ‘outdoor fire’ 

Grammatical differences - mal ‘of it’ (clause final) 
Difference in vocabulary 
 

iko agle ‘tree branch’ 
iko me ‘tree trunk’ 

nu erim ‘standing water’ 
nu kuya ‘water fall’ 
wamo er ‘smoke’ 
ib yedo ‘heavy’ 
gispa ‘yellow’ 
naral ‘what’ 

iko korage 
iko mabne 

nu gop 
nu kulup 

mamo esill 
ubun yedo 
adangum 

nal 
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Language Use 
Neighboring Languages 

 
 
For the following discussion see map 4 below (Languages that Border the Kandawo Language). The 
languages that border the Kandawo language are Narak in the North East, Bundi in the East, Kuman 
(Chimbu) in the South and North Waghi in the West.  Narak and Bundi have a very minimal linguistic 
influence on the Kandawo language probably because of the difficulty in walking to those areas.  To 
indicate this minimal linguistic influence the names of these two languages are shaded in the map below.  It 
takes two days to walk from Bupkile to the Narak speaking area and three days to walk there from 
Ambullua.  It takes two days to walk from Nimei to the Bundi Speaking area.  This hike has many 1000ft + 
ups and downs travelling around the base of Mt. Wilhelm. 
   

Map 4 (Languages that Border the Kandawo Language) 
 
 

e 
 
 
 

Bundi 
Language  
North Waghi

Language 
 
 

Narak 
Languag
Kuman 
Language 
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The other two languages, North Waghi and Kuman have a greater linguistic influence on the Kandawo 
language.  Kandawo speakers will tell you they ‘speak’ Kandawo, North Whagi, Kuman, Bundi and Tok 
Pisin. 

The linguistic influence of the Kuman language  
 
Map 4 above shows that the villages around the Ambullua Catholic Mission station including Pukum, 
Ambunum, Kunmol, and Kulup are influenced by the Kuman language.  This influence is mostly through 
social contact with Kerowagi which is the first Kuman speaking village hikers reach when walking South 
from the Ambullua area.  It is about an 8 hour walk.  The local legends state that people migrated to the 
Upper Jimi river area from Kerowagi in the past.  Another influence Kuman has over Kandawo is that 
Kandawo speakers in the Ambullua area have taken a fair amount of Kuman speaking wives from the 
Kerowagi area.  This has been more true in the past than it is today.  Kuman speaking wives 50 years and 
older are more numerous than are Kuman speaking younger wives.   
 
The type of linguistic influence observed is that of vocabulary borrowing.  Stories elicited from these 
villages around Ambullua show especially concrete nouns denoting physical items in the local environment 
can be Kuman words.  The stories mentioned were elicited from older men (50’s).  It is interesting to note 
though that local people see this as people speaking Kandawo using some Kuman words.  They don’t see it 
as Kandawo incorporating into itself elements of the Kuman language, because for the Kuman words 
chosen in the texts there are Kandawo words in common usage.    The reason Kuman has not had more 
influence on Kandawo than language mixing is probably because Kuman speakers begin living after an 8 
hour walk from the Kandawo speaking communities. 
 

The linguistic influence of the North Waghi language 
 
The North Waghi language has a greater amount of linguistic influence on Kandawo than does Kuman. 
Kandawo speakers will tell you they can speak Kuman and North Whagi but I’ve observed that they speak 
North Whagi much better than they do Kuman.  The older generation of Kandawo speakers speaks Kuman 
much better than the youth of today.  Unlike the Kuman language, the North Waghi language has been 
more incorporated into the Kandawo language.  In map 4 above, the villages Bupkile, Kangumpkul, and 
Dunga are italicized to indicate that those villages have a minority to Kandawo speakers and and majority 
of North Waghi speakers.  The lower cognate counts from these villages showed that words had been 
borrowed from the North Waghi language.  These words had replaced the Kandawo words in those cases 
unlike the linguistic influence of the Kuman language which did not replace Kandawo words.  This amount 
of influence is probably because the North Waghi speakers live right among the Kandawo speakers.  
Further West the villages are North Waghi speaking primarily but will understand Kandawo.  Yet they will 
choose to answer in North Waghi when spoken to in Kandawo.  While at a large market near Dunga I 
spoke in Kandawo selling the Gospel of John and many responded to me in North Waghi having obviously 
understood what I said. 
 

The Use of Tok Pisin 
 
Tok Pisin is not spoken day to day but is readily understood and adapted into the Kandawo language.  
There are certain phrases in Kandawo that have for all intents and purposes been replaced with Tok Pisin 
vocabulary.  Nub brukim yedo is to ‘break’ into a house, biket yedo is to ‘be a disobedient, belligerent 
person’, resis yenmell is when two people ‘race’, and na sans kaima pai “I was very ‘lucky’”.  Males 
from about 15 years and up can generally speak Tok Pisin to some degree.  Women 15 years to 40 can 
speak some sort of Tok Pisin but women older than that do not generally speak it. 
 
Tok Pisin has two roles in society.  One is as the church language and the other is to swear and curse.  The 
Tok Pisin Bible is read in the churches and the expatriate Catholic Priest communicates uniquely in Tok 
Pisin.  Many songs are sung in Tok Pisin and some are sung in Kandawo, with a few in North Whagi.  All 
other aspects of church services (welcome, Sermon, announcements etc…) are conducted in Kandawo. 
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The other avenue for using Tok Pisin is to vent your anger.  When one is especially angry the adjectives of 
Tok Pisin are used to describe a situation or a person.   
 
Visitors to the Kandawo speaking area are usually family and friends and as such would speak either 
Kandawo or North Whagi or another language Kandawo speakers are familiar with.  Strangers (eg. 
Didiman workers) are rare but when they do visit  Kandawo men will speak to them in Tok Pisin.   
 
In spelling names and places (borrowed or not) Kandawo speakers prefer the spelling to look like Tok 
Pisin.  If they leave the language group then they want their names to be pronounceable by anyone who can 
read Tok Pisin. 
 

General Language attitudes and usage 
 
The guiding principle of communication for the Kandawo speaker is to use the language that is easiest for 
both parties to communicate in.  In this vane I’ve noticed that Kandawo speakers have no particular love 
for their language.  It is merely a tool of communication, which could just as easily be some other language 
if need be.  Therefore, they will use Kandawo when the majority of hearers can understand them and they 
know that they can understand them when they reply in their own language. 
 
However, there is no accomodation between Kandawo dialects 1 & 2.  As Kandawo speakers are multi-
lingual, so are they multi-dialectal.  They are willing to speak another language if you don’t understand 
theirs but dialects 1 & 2 are so very similar that no one needs to accommodate to the other dialect speaker. 
 
 

Social Differences 
 

Marriage 
 
 

Marriage Inside the language speaking area 
 
Wives are generally obtained from clans nearby to the husband’s clan.  For instance, in Mame many wives 
come from Gepal.  Gepal is a traditional ally as well as a neighbor.  It happens to be within dialect 1 but it 
doesn’t seem that the linguistic differences between dialects 1 & 2 have become social differences.  Wives 
from Goimbo (Dialect 2) have come to Gepal and Mame (Dialect 1) and visa versa.  Although there are not 
many wives from further away (including other language groups), it is not prohibited and does occur.   
 
As it is with wives that come from other languages, the wives coming to a given Kandawo speaking 
community generally learn and speak the language and the children are also raised learning at least the 
Kandawo language.  Wives from other dialects adapt to the husband’s dialect.  These adaptions are very 
minor as the chart above shows that the differences between dialects 1 & 2 are minimal.  Children growing 
up whose mothers speak the other dialect, do not learn her dialect, they learn the dialect in their area.   
 

Marriage Outside the language speaking area 
 
When wives come into the Kandawo speaking area from other languages they predominately come from 
the North Waghi and the Kuman.  When they come however, they learn the Kandawo language and speak 
it.  Except for a few linguistically challenged wives, this is the practice.  The children however, will learn 
their mother’s language and many will be able to speak it too, but their first language is Kandawo.  The 
reason the children can speak the mother’s language is because there is so much social interaction with the 
North Waghi and to a lesser degree, the Kuman.  Children whose mothers are North Waghi speaking 
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generally can speak Kandawo and North Waghi well because of the close social ties there are to the North 
Waghi. 
 
Wives that come from the farther away neighboring languages, are also pressured to learn the local 
Kandawo merely by the social milieu.  No one will be able to speak their language so the wives need to 
speak Kandawo to survive.  I have noticed that North Waghi, Narak and Kuman speaking wives seem to 
acquire the Kandawo language somewhat easily.  Wheras, Bundi speaking wives (and there are very few of 
these) find it harder to master, although they too must function in Kandawo to some degree because no one 
is able speak Bundi with any proficiency to them.   
 

Prestige Areas 
 
Prestige areas are defined by their proximity to economically developed areas, and not so much related to 
what dialect you speak.  The Kandawo speaking people seek to have and control money and power.  
Whatever ways are seen to obtain these, are valuable to them.  The villages around the Ambullua Catholic 
mission have more prestige than say Mame, Gepal, Nimei, or Goimbo, because there is a large store there.  
Going down the valley, Yawaremol, and Dunga have some prestige because they have a large market on 
Saturdays, and are a somewhat shorter walk to Kol, which is the Provincial sub district headquarters.   
 
The areas that have schools don’t seem to enjoy excess prestige but the children who go to school and are 
actually learning, they have more prestige over their age mates who do not go to school.  But unless 
education  can produce money or power, it is not seen as valuable in the community.  The board of 
management is represented by people from the areas the school children come from.  Therefore the villages 
around schools are ‘united’ to each other in the support they give their school.  Ambullua, Gepal, and 
Dunga all have schools (see map 5) 
 

Map 5 (Location of Schools in Kandawo speaking area) 
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Language work done in the Kandawo Language 
 
The extent of language work done in the Kandawo language has been that which has been done by the SIL 
workers Mack and Doris Graham.  This has been the founding and production of materials for two 
vernacular language pre-schools located in Gepal and Ambullua, and the translation of several New 
Testament books including Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Acts, and Galations.  Mark, Luke and John have 
been published and distributed widely.  Descriptions of the grammar, phonology and anthropology of the 
language have also been done. 
 

Conclusion 
 
This paper has described the dialects of the Kandawo language.  In doing so, the dialect that the New 
Testament could be produced in is seen as dialect 1 because the majority of the language speakers speak 
dialect 1, and the dialects 1 & 2 are very similar to each other anyway.  There are no sweeping grammatical 
differences between the two dialects and the few differences there are not obvious in the New Testament.  
Therefore, one New Testament should be sufficient for all Kandawo speakers. 
 
In order that speakers of both dialects be able to use materials produced, it will be necessary that speakers 
have access to that which is produced.  In the past this has been done by hiking those materials around the 
language group and selling them in the markets.  It may be that in the future, the local churches can do the 
distribution.  There seems to be more and more interest in the translated scriptures. 
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